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A Prairie and Its People: Conflict and Cooperation
E. Frank Schramm, Joseph E.A. Alexis, the Amos Eager Family, the University of Nebraska
and Other Notable Owners of Nine Mile Prairie and its Environs1
Summary: This study looks at the social history of individuals connected to a
particular geographic quadrant -- Section 1 of Middle Creek precinct, Lancaster
County, Nebraska. This an area famous for its natural history, as it is the home of Nine
Mile Prairie. But the property owners in this section have a colorful history that
encompasses the fields of sports, politics, academics, foreign wars, and crime. The
study looks primarily at E. Frank Schramm, Joseph E.A. Alexis, and the Amos Eager
family, who with other owners contributed importantly to the history and
development of the City of Lincoln and the State of Nebraska.
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Top, from left, Alta Nelson Felsing, Frank D. Eager, Joseph E. A. Alexis, E. Frank Schramm;
bottom, from left: Merril R. Reller (with Caril Ann Fugate), Earl "Gus" Eager and Earl "Dog"
Eager, Virginia Reller. Individual photo credits: Lincoln JournalStar.
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Introduction
Section 1 of Middle Creek precinct, Lancaster County, Nebraska, is a remarkable
place. Its northwest quarter now comprises the eastern domain of Nine Mile Prairie, a
tallgrass prairie listed on the National Register of Historic Places and honored with its
image on a U.S. postage stamp. The rest of this rural section, located on the northwest
border of Lincoln's city limits, is no less special for its own grasslands and native
prairies, its riparian woods and wetlands, its views over the city of Lincoln, and its
notorious salt water formations that have foiled well diggers and human inhabitants
for over a century.
Although the area's natural history and preservation have captured more attention,
it is the human history of this particular section that tells an intricate story of
Nebraska pioneers, educators, and statesmen. E. Frank Schramm, Joseph E. A. Alexis,
and the Amos S. Eager family -- all historically important Nebraskans whose influence
extended worldwide -- owned parts of this section for many decades.
How well did these owners know each other and how did they view the future of
their land? How did they care for it and did they know of its importance to botanical
theory and research? How did the three leading citizens interact with other Section 1
landowners? Some of the others were a colorful, litigious, romantic, foreclosureprone, knife-pulling and axe-wielding cast of characters, who would have been at
home in the pages of Mari Sandoz's controversial Nebraska-based novels, Slogum
House (1937) and Capital City (1939). Even a foreign war-crimes question from the
Philippine-American War recurs more than a century later.
Did Schramm, Alexis, and the Eagers belong to the same organizations and socialize
together in Lincoln, where they lived? There is little evidence of social connections or
that they saw their lands as something other than individual, income-producing
parcels, not especially worthy of preservation as part of a larger prairie, as some
scientists and conservationists now envision.
But that does not make their stories, and the stories of those around them, any less
engaging. Their experiences may provide lessons for future prairie research,
recounted as they are in this monograph through the method of looking intensely at a
defined geographical quadrant.
To be sure, their politics did not bring these people together. Joseph Alexis ran for
Congress as a Republican. Frank Schramm was an avowed political independent and
showed no interest in politics. Amos Eager, first among them to own land in Section 1,
came from a Republican family that converted to the Populists. His son Frank owned
and published the most prominent Populist newspaper of its day and, as the Populists
faded, became an outspoken Democrat. Younger son Earl Eager was a "wet"
Republican in the Nebraska legislature.
These landowners had more in common through their University of Nebraska
associations. Indeed, it is the connection of the University to this rural section that
2

provides a narrative arc that spans over a century. Frank Schramm and Joseph Alexis
were longtime professors in the College of Arts and Sciences. Frank Eager, who had
been a military science student of John J. Pershing, headed the commission (and
financed the land purchases) that expanded the University's main campus near
downtown Lincoln. Earl ("Dog") Eager was a famous halfback on the early football
team and later became the manager of the athletic department. He organized the first
state basketball tournament of its kind in the nation and acquired the property for
Memorial Stadium. His own son Earl ("Gus") Eager played his father's position in
football four decades later. In recent years, the University itself and its associated
foundation have become the largest landowners in Section 1. The University's own
record on prairie heritage is decidedly mixed, although new efforts show promise.
The following history provides a closer look at this prairie and its most notable
owners. It does not rely on a conventional approach to historiography but looks at
people for their connection to a quadrant of land, much as NU scientists Clements and
Weaver (see below) used a similar approach for their pioneering theories of plantsuccession ecology.
E. Frank Schramm (1883-1967)
If you visit Nine Mile Prairie today via West Fletcher Avenue, you enter onto what
was the property of Frank Schramm from January of 1934 until two decades later
when the U.S. government took it to build bunker storage of nuclear weapons in the
Cold War.
Professor Schramm bought the northwest quarter (See Fig. 1, below) of Section 1,
Middle Creek precinct, for $7,000 from Security Mutual Life Insurance Company,
$6,500 of which he borrowed back at 5% per year, due March 1, 1941.2 He leased the
property to local farmer Riley F. Uland, who raised a few acres of corn, oats, and sweet
clover. The terms of lease, common for the time, were 2/5 of grain and straw
proceeds, 1/2 of all hay, and $4/acre of pasture not to exceed 20 acres. Most of the
land was native prairie and given over to haying. The corn and sweet clover were at
the north edge of the property, which is now part of the remaining bunker complex.
The $44 per acre Schramm paid for the quarter was much less than the $83 per
acre Mary Kathrine McManaman paid for it in 1917. She and her husband James
purchased the northwest quarter of Section 1 along with the west half of the
southwest quarter, which adjoined their farmstead across West Superior Street to the
south. But the boom years of World War I, when crop and land prices were high, soon
gave way to a farm depression in the 1920s. Mrs. McManaman, who survived being
rushed in 1917 through a snowstorm to Lincoln's St. Elizabeth Hospital for delivery of

E. F. Schramm, Papers (RG 32-01-03). Archives & Special Collections, University of
Nebraska–Lincoln Libraries. Unless otherwise noted, the Schramm records and
correspondence are from these papers.
2
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her last child (by the efforts of three different ambulances3), died in 1924 at age fortyseven. Three years later, James McManaman sold at public auction "26 head of good
horses and colts (these are mostly mares and raised on my farm), 37 head of cattle, 13
hogs, Ford car and machinery."4 By the time Professor Schramm offered to buy it, the
McManamans' northwest quarter of Section 1 was in the hands of Security Mutual
Life.
Although professors' salaries were more likely to pay off mortgages than the
collapsing agricultural economy, which only got worse in the 1930s, these paychecks
were also vulnerable. University of Nebraska professors in the Great Depression had
to think about outside incomes because of the substantial cuts to faculty salaries
imposed both by Chancellor Edgar A. Burnett (10%) and by the Nebraska legislature
(22%).5 University funding was cut during the 1933 legislative session when
hundreds of farmers successfully demonstrated at the new Capitol against bank
foreclosures, achieving a temporary foreclosure moratorium.6 Land, if it could be
acquired at depressed prices, was also an alternative investment to risky financial
securities.7

"Auto Raced in Storm with Stork" The Lincoln Daily Star, December 13, 1917, 5. The
voluble Dr. W.H. Slattery, who gave many such stories to the newspapers for good or ill,
spoke too soon about the arrival of a bouncing baby girl. The baby, Parselene McManaman,
died two days later. Communication with Helen Skidmore, granddaughter of James and
"Kate" McManaman, August, 2011.
3
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Classified advertisement, The Lincoln Star, February 9, 1927, 19.

Robert Knoll, Prairie University (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995) 88, 89.
Chafing about salary was not new to Schramm: a decade earlier he had written to
Chancellor Samuel Avery, "Looking over the salary record ... you can readily see that if I had
not engaged in commercial geological work during the summer months, I would soon have
been either in the hands of the undertaker or my creditors...." See R. McLaren Sawyer,
Centennial History of the University of Nebraska (Lincoln: Centennial Press, 1973) 11.
5

David J. Aiken, "Foreclosure Moratoria and Farm Credit Mediation: Nebraska's Legal
Response to Two Agricultural Crises," The History of Nebraska Law, Alan G. Gless, ed.
(Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 2008) 126ff.
6

Nebraska Hall of Fame member Mari Sandoz wrote of the times in her political novel
Capital City. Of the financial speculation of the late 1920s, she offered: "[B]usiness men
thought they could make more loaning their money in the call market or trading in
securities themselves than in their own companies." To which she added a description of a
fictional bankers' convention in a capital city in the early 1930s: "[T]he bankers did a good
bit of government baiting during convention hours. Outside of that it was mostly bragging ...
of farms and buildings foreclosed. One more bad year for the farmer who still imagined that
war profits might soak down to him and the last of the good places would begin to break
loose, like an ice jam in the spring." See Mari Sandoz, Capital City (Lincoln: Bison Books
edition, 1982) 251, 264. For her novel, which many Lincolnites thought was about them,
Sandoz was rewarded with vituperation and moved from Lincoln to Denver.
7
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More mundane concerns on Section 1 soon came to Professor Schramm's attention.
A fence -- all-important to those with livestock -- bordered the west side of his new
property. After meeting with his new neighbor to the west, the farmer and local
leader Tilman Flader8, Schramm was advised in a quickly handwritten note that, by
law, his fences needed mending.
Oct 3 - 1934
Pro Schram
I looke[d] at that fence and it's bad and it can't be fixed the
way you said as it takes Post and wire
here is the Law on fence I am sending you,
Yours Resp Tilman Flader
333 North 11th St.
Lincoln Nebr.
[Enclosure] Lawful Wire Fences
Professor Frank Schramm was a noted geologist, if not a prompt fence-mender. He
traveled the U.S. and the world, working mostly with oil, mining, and railroad
companies. He was listed in Who's Who in America and testified in courts as an expert
witness on matters of petroleum geology. Born in Dewitt of German ancestry, a
graduate of the universities of Oklahoma and Nebraska, he was a popular professor in
Lincoln for 43 years, from 1908 to 1951, and kept in touch with his students long after
their graduation. On his retirement, he received a book of letters from his former
students working in oil and mining companies representing 34 states and 17
countries.9 Among friends he was known as "Bo". Unmarried, he lived at the Lincoln
YMCA in a suite that had once been built for the visits of William Jennings Bryan.10
Schramm was a colleague and close friend of Professor Erwin H. Barbour, a
paleontologist who discovered the fossils of many prehistoric creatures throughout
the plains and built Morrill Hall on the University's city campus. Schramm succeeded
him as chairman of the Geology Department. Their lively correspondence from
various digs illuminates the conditions under which they worked and how Barbour
struggled with the construction of the building that was soon to house "Elephant
Hall", one of the best collections of mammoths and mastodons in the world.

Tilman Flader is still a legend in his family and the community. Not only did he lecture a
professor on the law of fences, he helped create the authority that re-channeled periodically
flooding Oak Creek. Some of his former land holdings now comprise the Lincoln Airport. He
died in 1959 at 100 years of age.
8

9

"Retiring Prof. Schramm Honored by NU Friends," The Lincoln Star, May 22, 1951, 2:2.

10

"Once It Was Bryan--Now Schramm" The Lincoln Star, May 21, 1951, 1:1.
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Schramm himself directed the Cherry County expedition where the first shoveltusked mastodon in the nation was unearthed. Schramm sat on the Ph.D. committee
examining C. Bertrand Schultz, who later led both the State Museum at Morrill Hall
and the Nebraska Academy of Sciences. Beyond his faculty post, Schramm worked for
the U.S. Forest Service as a coal expert and served as the geologist for the Union
Pacific Railroad.
One day at the depth of the Great Depression, when a red dust storm settled gritty
particles all over Nebraska, Professor Schramm measured off two square yards of
sidewalk, swept up the dust, and took it to his campus laboratory. He calculated that
ten grams of dust fell per square yard, amounting to thirty-five tons per square mile,
meaning that an estimated 2,500,000 tons of gypsum, volcanic ash, and silt from
Texas and Oklahoma had been deposited in one day in Nebraska.11
In the fall of 1934, after what he hoped was a drought-breaking rain, Schramm
wrote to the farmer to whom he leased his land, Riley F. Uland, half brother of Tilman
Flader, announcing that he had decided to plant trees on it.
Lincoln, Nebraska.
September 28, 1934.
Mr. Riley Uland,
Malcolm, Nebraska
Dear Mr. Uland:
I have decided not to plant any wheat on my land this fall. That soaking
rain has convinced me that I should plant trees on that land next spring. Will let
the weeds grow up on it for awhile to keep the soil from eroding away.
Hope I got some water in the pond.

EFS-H

Cordially yours,
(signed)
Apt. "A" Y.M.C.A.
Lincoln, Nebraska

The trees were to be planted by the Emergency Conservation Work, recently
established by the U.S. Forest Service in nearby Denton.12 Schramm preferred
Russian Olive and Siberian Elm for his property, which he believed were best suited to
Nebraska prairies. State arborist Earl G. Maxwell provided a shipment of trees in the

11

Mason City Globe Gazette, May 9, 1933, 3.

12

The U.S. Forest Service itself chose Lincoln, Nebraska, for its headquarters in the treeplanting efforts to combat the Dust Bowl. Its initial director was Paul H. Roberts.
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spring of 1935. (There is no evidence today of where they were planted and none
seems to have survived.)
Schramm also had early plans for a structure on the site. He corresponded with a
South Dakota supplier of ponderosa pine lumber but a letter of apology from the
lumberyard indicates that the delivery never was made. He attempted to buy a
railroad car from the Burlington Railroad to use as a toolshed, but the company
turned him down, not wanting to compete with local lumberyards.
This quarter section (and the adjacent property of Tilman Flader) was what his
University faculty colleague, professor of plant ecology John E. Weaver, first called
"Nine Mile Prairie".13 Weaver and Schramm together gave presentations on earth
sciences to meetings of the Nebraska Academy of Sciences at Morrill Hall. Nine Mile
Prairie was one of the sites influencing Weaver, in the period 1934-1942, to revise his
thinking about natural cycles ("succession") of prairie development.14 The summer
of 1934 was the hottest ever on record in Nebraska. The drought -- despite that
September soaking rain -- lasted through the decade. Experimenting on Nine Mile
Prairie, Weaver came to recognize that prairies were somewhat different ecological
systems than he and his mentor, Professor Frederic E. Clements15 of NU and later the
Carnegie Institution of Washington, had previously theorized in their co-authored
publications.16
Ironically, Weaver's work eroded the Clementsian paradigm of plant ecology that
had dominated the field of botany for decades, worldwide.17 Clements, born in
13

The prairie was nine miles from downtown Lincoln.

The exact location of Weaver's work is a matter of speculation. It may have been on
Schramm's property or on his neighbor Tilman Flader's, or both. Some of Weaver's local
work was also done on a prairie in Belmont, closer to the University. See Lisa Knopp, "Nine
Mile Prairie," Michigan Quarterly Review, Vol. 46 Nr. 3, July 2007. The uncertainty is
compounded by the fact that Weaver, in a dispute with the University, at his death
instructed his heirs to destroy his papers and pull his stakes from the research plots.
14

Considered the founder of plant ecology studies, Clements was a member of the NU
Seminarium Botanicum along with Albert F. Woods (who became president of the University
of Maryland) and Roscoe Pound (who became dean of the Harvard Law School). See Knoll,
Prairie University, ill. 23. He received his doctorate in botany and married fellow graduate
student and Sem Bot member Edith Schwartz of Omaha in 1899. She was a teaching
assistant in German (helpful for translating the botanical works of Goethe, Humboldt, and
especially Drude), received a Ph.D. in botany herself in 1904 and collaborated with her
husband in plant ecology studies throughout the country. See Ronald C. Tobey, Saving the
Prairies: The Life Cycle of the Founding School of Plant Ecology, 1895-1955 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1981) 76-79.
15

16

Knopp, "Nine Mile Prairie," 453. Tobey, Saving the Prairies, 201, 202.

Weaver apparently departed from the Clementsian view that plant associations were
themselves complex organisms that could be studied like individual organisms, but did not
abandon the concept of stages of plant succession. See Sharon E. Kingsland, The Evolution of
17
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Lincoln in 1874, was a student of Charles E. Bessey at the University of Nebraska and
co-author with Roscoe Pound of Phytogeography of Nebraska. He developed a
compelling plant succession theory through a quantitative research technique known
as the quadrant method, in which actual counts of plant species were painstakingly
inventoried in marked squares. Clements’s work helped establish what historian
Ronald Tobey called the "golden age of the Nebraska group" and was no small factor
in the invitation from the prestigious Association of American Universities to the
University of Nebraska to join its ranks in 1909.18
Clements did not reject his colleague Weaver's work. Together they modified their
plant succession theory to account more for droughts and human intervention.
Clements himself became an advocate for New Deal programs to protect fragile
prairies and grasslands. A poet and dreamer, he also envisioned social and political
changes necessary to save the prairies. How this new public policy direction
influenced Weaver and particularly Schramm (the apolitical owner of the very
property on which the original Clementsian theory foundered) must be left to others
to scour the records of Weaver's and Schramm's reactions.
Ralph Densberger, a neighbor living north of nearby Woodlawn, hayed and farmed
the Schramm property for several years after leases with Riley Uland and another
neighbor, Jacob Deinert, expired.19 Densberger and Schramm put livestock on the
pasture, purchasing more fencing with proceeds from wool sales. This suggests that

American Ecology, 1890-2000 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005) 144,
163. This may be too simple an explanation, however, as Clements' works are undergoing
new scrutiny and his star is again rising. See Christopher Eliot, "Method and Metaphysics in
Clements's and Gleason's Ecological Explanations," Studies in History and Philosophy of
Science, Part C: Studies in History and Philosophy in Biological and Biomedical Sciences,
Volume 38, Issue 1, March 2007, 85-109. The work of Lynn Margulis on symbiosis and
epigenetics as factors in evolution, which has rescued Lamarck from ridicule, also elevates
Clements, who lost favor at one time because of his association with Lamarckianism. What
is not in doubt is that Clements established the leading theory and that his Research
Methods in Ecology (1905), written while on the NU faculty, is one of the foundation
documents of the discipline.
Tobey's work examines "the full mathematical quality of the foundations of ecology in this
golden age of the Nebraska group." See Tobey, Saving the Prairies, 71. The University of
Nebraska Lincoln was removed from the AAU in 2011 by a narrow vote of its members
based on a questionable method of ranking contributions to research which the author,
himself a quantitative researcher, believes would not have survived thorough analysis.
18

Ralph Densberger engaged in many farm-related businesses and farmed other properties
that Schramm bought around Malcolm and Ashland. He trucked hay to the King Ranch in
Texas and once had an International Harvester tractor dealership. He showed sheep at the
county fair, likely those that grazed on Nine Mile Prairie. He and Professor Schramm got
along well; when the professor came to Densberger's own farm, he brought pennies to
scatter for the children to pick up, calling them "chicken feed." Conversation with James
Densberger, Malcolm, Nebraska, October, 2011.
19
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sheep grazed on Nine Mile Prairie in the 1930s, which may have been important for
some of Weaver's experiments on Schramm's property.
Meanwhile, Schramm the investor collected "farm bargain" advertisements in
newspapers and kept a list of area farms foreclosed by the Lincoln Joint Stock Land
Bank. He bought several other Nebraska farm properties around the state and
eventually willed to the State of Nebraska a property along the Platte River between
Lincoln and Omaha, now known as Schramm Park. He also willed to the University
Foundation 6,000 acres of other property, worth a million dollars at the time, to be
used for scholarships and for care of the University's mineral collections.20 Schramm
Hall, a dormitory, is named for him.
Frank Schramm kept detailed records of his teaching, his consulting, his farms, and
his personal life. He owned a Cadillac and later, during World War II, a Hudson. He
had a driver, as he did not drive himself. According to the son of Ralph Densberger,
who was named Frank after the professor, Schramm gave up driving after he was in
an auto accident that killed his girlfriend.21 He never married.
Professor Schramm committed much time to helping University student
organizations and activities, including the Kosmet Klub, the Interfraternity Council,
the Student Union, and the Innocents Society. Among the paper receipts he kept: a
one-dollar donation for a gift for Chancellor Burnett (who had slashed faculty salaries
in the Depression) and a one-dollar membership to the AAUP. In 1939 he spent sixty
dollars at Ben Simon's, a Lincoln menswear store.
Schramm was a member of the Knights of Pythias in Lincoln as well as the Knife
and Fork Club, the Crucible Club, the Y.M.C.A., the Nebraskana Society, and the
Unitarian Church. Over sixty boxes of his records are located in the archives of the
University library. With the foresight and help of the Wachiska Audubon Society and
donations from Marguerite Hall Metzger and others22, in 1983 the University of
"Schramm Will Leaves NU Land Worth Million," The Lincoln Evening Journal, April 4,
1967, 1.
20

Conversation with Frank Densberger, October, 2011. When Professor Schramm visited
the Densberger home, sometimes his driver would come in, sometimes not. They
exchanged Christmas gifts: the Densbergers would give Professor Schramm wine, which he
liked to mix half-and-half with whiskey, and cigars. The professor gave the Densberger
children tours of Morrill Hall, pointing out with delight the mastodons he uncovered, and
other University attractions. Frank Densberger gave his sons the middle name of Frank,
following Frank Schramm's request to keep his name going.
21

Marguerite Hall Metzger was the widow of Neil W. Hall, who managed Nine Mile Prairie as
a volunteer until his death, at age 65, in 1977. He had been president of the Nebraska
Reclamation Association and director of the Salt-Wahoo Watershed, as well as head of the
farm and mortgage loan departments of two Lincoln banks. Instrumental in the effort to
preserve Nine Mile Prairie were Ernie Rousek of the Wachiska Audubon Society and biology
professor A. T. Harrison.
22

9

Nebraska Foundation acquired Frank Schramm's former Middle Creek property from
the Lincoln Airport Authority, which had title to it after the military departed its
bunkers. Today, the School of Natural Resources at the University's Institute of
Agriculture and Natural Resources manages it, along with part of Tilman Flader's
former property to the west, as Nine Mile Prairie.23
Figure 1. Selected 19th and 20th Century Owners and Farmsteads, Section 1 (shaded),
Middle Creek Precinct and Environs. Adapted from 1949 Aerial Photograph.

See http://snr.unl.edu/aboutus/where/fieldsites/ninemileprairie.asp, accessed
September 5, 2011.
23
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Joseph E. A. Alexis (1885-1969)
Joseph Alexis and his descendants have owned eighty acres of Section 1 for over
five decades. Alexis was a gifted linguist who taught at the University of Nebraska
from 1910 until 1960. He authored language texts in Spanish, German, and French in
addition to teaching Swedish. Born in York County, he was descended from Swedish
immigrants. His work on Swedes in Nebraska, his studies and lectures in Europe, and
his outreach on behalf of Scandinavian peoples earned him recognition from King
Gustaf V of Sweden, who honored him with the Royal Order of Wasa.
Joseph Alexis held bachelors and masters’ degrees from Augustana College and the
University of Michigan, and doctoral degrees from the University of Chicago and the
University of Paris. He also attended the Universities of Lund in Sweden, Dijon in
France, and Madrid in Spain.
He co-authored his first German textbook with his University of Nebraska faculty
colleague Andrew D. Schrag, who, as a descendant of Mennonite Germans in Kansas,
was suspected by the University of being a traitor against the United States during
World War I. Schrag was accused of making pro-German comments in his classes and
in his publications. Schrag had studied at the University of Berlin, the institution
founded by Wilhelm and Alexander von Humboldt, after which American research
universities were modeled. In May 1918, after nine days of hearings by the
University's Board of Regents, Schrag was exonerated but he was not re-hired.24
Joseph Alexis was not accused, although the teaching of German was circumscribed.
In the 1920s and 1930s, Alexis was among the University's best-known professors,
along with Frank Schramm. Starting in 1943, he administered the foreign language
instruction of military trainees who came to the University and were housed in Love
Library and in the athletic department's fieldhouse. That year the student union
became a mess hall. Many of the trainees "were easterners and believed [Nebraskans]
were backwoodsmen when they first arrived. They later changed their minds. They
like the way the faculty conducted their classes ... and look with pride on the
accomplishments at the University of Nebraska." Professor Alexis's colleagues in
administering the military college were C. Bertrand Schultz, Olin J. Ferguson, and
Charles H. Oldfather.25

Schrag, who held a Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins University, relocated and became a
banker in Davenport, Nebraska. He passed the Nebraska bar examination without formal
legal training and became a WPA administrator in the Great Depression as well as a beehive
inspector for the state. He came back to Lincoln as a defense industry instructor in World
War II. In an ironic twist, his grandson, John Wiltse, became associate general counsel for
the University and, seven decades after the confrontation, rehabilitated his grandfather's
reputation. See "The Andrew Schrag Story 1876-1956" accessed September 5, 2011 at
http://www.swissmennonite.org/feature_archive/2002/200212.html.
24

25

Sawyer, Centennial History, 26, 123.
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Toward the end of his career in the 1950s, Joseph Alexis wrote Deutschland Heute
and published it at the Midwest Book Company of Lincoln. It was a popular German
language reader, describing student travels through post-World War II Germany. For
his several language books, Joseph Alexis was recognized in Who's Who among North
American Authors.
Professor Alexis retained many records of his work, especially those dealing with
his publishing enterprises at the Midwest Book Company.26 His class rosters and
personal notebooks are in the archives of the Nebraska State Historical Society. In
early notes to himself, he deals with separable German verbs and the uses and cases
of the prepositions that go with them, perhaps in preparation for his 1919
dissertation at the University of Chicago.27
Marjorie Odman of Mead, another descendant of Swedish immigrants, married
Joseph Alexis in Valparaiso, Nebraska, in 1917. They had four children. They lived at
1420 Garfield Street and at 1924 South 17th Street in Lincoln. Joseph Alexis was a
member of the local Chamber of Commerce, the Rotary Club, Grace Lutheran Church,
and the Nebraskana Society.
Like Professor Schramm, Professor Alexis bought farm properties around the state
in the 1930s. Among other properties in Dixon, Antelope, and Dakota counties, he
bought two through sheriff's sales in Thurston County in 1936, after Prudential
Insurance foreclosed on John T. Ashford.28 Ashford had been a student at the
University when Alexis was on the faculty. Ashford, however, soon landed on his feet
in Omaha, as he became regional manager for Emergency Crop & Feed Loan, then saw
his son John Donald Ashford become a decorated World War II pilot. His grandson
John Bradley Ashford became a state senator and another grandson, W. Mark Ashford,
became a district court judge in Douglas County.29 Two of the professor's
grandchildren still own the former Ashford farms in Thurston County.
Professor Alexis did not become the owner of property in Section 1, Middle Creek
precinct until many years later, with a purchase from Mrs. Lillian (Nelson) Imig. Mrs.
Imig was a notable Lincoln owner of the Hi-Acres Cafe in the 1930s, after which she
opened the New Central Restaurant and later the Rancho Motel. She came to Lincoln
from Seward, where she had barely survived an attack with a gas pipe by her husband
Alexis, Joseph Emanuel Alexander. Papers [RG5674.AM]. Archives, Nebraska State
Historical Society.
26

The published dissertation, "Concerning the German Relatives after Neuter
Substantivized Adjectives...in Eighteenth Century Prose" is still available at
http://www.archive.org/stream/concerninggerman00alexrich#page/n3/mode/2up,
accessed September 5, 2011.
27

28

Interview with Thurston County clerk, July, 2011.

29

Communication from Senator Brad Ashford, August, 2011.
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Jacob Imig in December, 1933. After
the attack he "went to a slaughter
house and blew off his head with a ...
shotgun."30 At her Hi-Acres Cafe on
High Street, known as an "after hours
club," Lillian Imig was arrested
multiple times in the late 1930s and
early 1940s for serving alcohol
without a license and running a
"disorderly house". She fought back in
headline trials with top counsel. Her
lawyers once flummoxed the
prosecution by pointing out that the
ordinance under which she was
charged was invalid, as prohibition
had been repealed years earlier.31
Despite her run-ins with police, she
promoted herself as one of Lincoln's
top businesswomen and a great cook.
Her daughter, Alta Nelson, was a
musician and toured on the vaudeville
circuit with her own orchestra, "Boots
and Her Buddies." Although it had no
liquor license, the Hi-Acres Cafe had a
license as a dance hall. Alta was the
hostess for the special events Orchid
Room at Mrs. Imig's New Central
Restaurant, on 13th and P Streets,
which opened in 1945.32

"Mrs. Imig May Recover from Gas Pipe Blows: Seward Man Kills Self After Beating His
Wife Over Head," The Lincoln Star, December 19, 1933, 1. After a much-litigated probate,
Lillian Imig received one-quarter of the Jacob Imig estate, which consisted of a Seward
grocery business, stocks, and several parcels of Seward County land. She also got the
automobile. (Interview with Seward County court clerk August, 2011.) This provided a
stake for Lillian Imig's Hi-Acres restaurant.
30
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"Ordinance Ridiculed in Mrs. Imig's Trial," Evening State Journal, April 25, 1938, 2.

According to Kenneth Felsing, stepson of Alta Felsing who grew up under Alta's and
Lillian Imig's care, neither Lillian nor Alta ever spoke of the difficult events of their earlier
lives, including six marriages between them. He remembered them as "good people" with
Lillian being a superb cook and Alta being talented socially and musically. A member of the
Lincoln Symphony, Alta practiced violin "all the time" for Lincoln Symphony performances
at the Stuart Theater at 13th and P Streets, an anchor building along Frank Eager's P Street
row and adjacent to Lillian Imig's former New Central Restaurant. Interview, Kenneth
Felsing, August, 2011.
32
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As you stand on Nine Mile Prairie today -- it is open to the public year-round -- and
look toward the southeast, the Alexis property acquired from Lillian Imig lies between
the former Schramm property and the checkered city water tower. Its legal
description is the west half of the southeast quarter of Section 1 of Middle Creek
precinct. The Nine Mile Prairie watershed provides the main source of water for the
Alexis property's woods and wetlands, which are still owned by descendants of
Joseph and Marjorie Alexis.
The northeast part of the Alexis property in Section 1 was the site of a 19th Century
farmstead, owned at the turn of the century by Clara Belle Hogston. She raised cattle
and hogs with her husband John and their three daughters. Fences were an issue in
1900 with neighbor Mary Smith, who knocked the fences down, tried to scatter the
Hogston cattle, and against whom John Hogston sought a peace order. In his plea to a
judge, he alleged that Mary Smith attacked him with an axe and that he feared for his
life.33 The Hogstons and their three daughters eventually moved out of state. William
H. Bubb, his wife (Mary) Estelle and their two daughters subsequently purchased and
farmed the property, but William Bubb died in 1923 on the farm, at age 59, and Estelle
sold out.
This farmstead's angular windbreak, still visible in aerial photographs from 1949,
would have been a landmark to Professor Weaver, graduate student Theodor
Steiger,34 and others who, while doing their acclaimed prairie research, looked out
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"Fears A Woman," The Nebraska State Journal, April 17, 1900, 6.

Theodor L. Steiger did extensive research in 1927 and 1928 on Nine Mile Prairie and its
environs, which at that time encompassed about 800 acres. See T. L. Steiger, "Structure of
Prairie Vegetation," Ecology, Vol. 11, No. 1 (January, 1930), 170-217. Steiger emigrated from
Switzerland to San Diego, California, in 1910, at age seventeen. He and his wife Bertha, also
Swiss, had two children: Mari, born in South Dakota in 1921 when Theodor taught at
Redfield College; and Walter, born in 1923 in Colorado. The family came to Lincoln where
Steiger became minister at Ebenezer Congregational Church at 8th and B Streets before
seeking his doctorate in botany at the University of Nebraska, which he received in 1929.
Two of his students at Redfield became ministers in Lincoln's German speaking
Volgadeutsch communities; the Rev. C. George Kuhn followed Steiger in the South Bottoms
at Ebenezer; the Rev. John H. Wacker served Immanuel Reformed Church in the North
Bottoms at 10th and Charleston Streets. In 1930, doctorate in hand, Steiger became an
advocate for retaining the newly established Pioneers Park as native prairie: "It took nature
thousands of years to produce this grassland. It is a living witness to the countless ages
which elapsed before the white man began to sink the glistening plough into the ancient
sod. Not enough of it is left today to convey to future generations an appreciation of the
prairie. Are we going to permit its complete extinction in favor of the dull and
unimaginative blue grass sod?" See "The Beauty of the Prairie," The Lincoln Star, May 13,
1930, 12. Steiger left Lincoln in 1931 with a fellowship from the National Research Council
to study Swiss meadow vegetation at the University of Zurich. He returned to the United
States to teach at Sul Ross College at Alpine in the Big Bend region of Texas, then joined the
botany faculty at Wellesley College in Massachusetts. After World War II, he spent two
years in Greece working on agriculture projects with the United Nations Relief and
Restoration Administration, UNRRA. He returned to the United States in 1947, convinced
34
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over the prairie heights toward Lincoln. This farmstead, like others in the area,
probably was abandoned because of the lack of a reliable fresh water well.35 Among
its last inhabitants were Gertrude and Abel Wagener and their three adult children,
who lost the property to a sheriff's deed in 1933. After several ownership changes,
Ralph Densberger, who leased Professor Schramm's nearby pasture and hay fields,
acquired the property and owned it for sixteen years before selling it to Lillian Imig.
In the 1950s, the windbreak was removed and the property was later terraced for
grain production. In recent decades under Alexis ownership it has been returned to
grassland on which cattle graze in the summer from West Superior Street on the
south to the property's wetlands a half-mile to the north. The fences are in good
repair.
Although he did not farm his properties himself, Professor Alexis considered
himself a farmer in his Republican primary runs for both U.S. House (1950) and
Senate (1954) seats. A campaign flyer reads: "Joseph Alexis, Educator and Farmer;
Alexis Knows Conditions at Home and Abroad from Experience." Another flyer reads:
"Born in York County, son of a Swedish pioneer pastor; worked his way through
college and university; Farmer, vitally interested in agriculture; Lecturer in Europe
and Mexico on international relations." His campaign efforts were dignified and hightoned. His speeches to Nebraska service clubs reflected his knowledge of world
affairs and an internationalist outlook; his personal experiences and language abilities
perhaps over-qualified him in the minds of voters. He did not have the support of the
Republican State Central Committee. He lost in 1950 to Carl Curtis in the House
primary election and in 1954 to Hazel Abel for the Senate.
The descendants of Joseph and Marjorie Alexis are scattered across the country.
Their daughter Josephine Alexis Molloy was the wife of the late Judge John Molloy of
Arizona, who wrote the ill-fated Arizona Supreme Court opinion in the Miranda v.
Arizona case dealing with the constitutional right to counsel.36 Their son Carl Odman
that Greece should become an American protectorate. He researched New Hampshire
grasslands and discovered a new orchid, to be named Spiranthes Steigeri Correll. In
retirement, he returned to the ministry with the Unitarian Church. His son Walter, who
attended his father's South Bottoms church as a child in Lincoln, studied physics at MIT and
at the University of Cincinnati and joined the faculty at the University of Hawaii, where he
became known as the grandfather of Hawaiian astronomy for bringing observatories to
Hawaii's tallest mountains.
Abandoned and disappeared farmsteads include those of the Hogstons and Venters on the
north side of West Superior, the Eyer and McManaman farmsteads on the south, and the
Quackenbush farmstead on the vacated NW 56th Street. Of a dozen or more test wells
attempted in the past twenty years on Section 1, none has yielded fresh water although
there is plentiful salt water at around 200 feet. This is the salt-water source that in former
times came to the surface two miles to the east and attracted both Indians and settlers, and
led to the establishment of the village of Lancaster and the City of Lincoln. The salt-water
marshes to the north of Lincoln are the home of the endangered Salt Creek Tiger Beetle
(Cicindela nevadica lincolniana).
35
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The Arizona Daily Star reported on his death in 2008 that Judge Molloy disagreed with the
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Alexis was a naval officer (influenced toward seagoing by his transatlantic voyages as
a child, accompanying his father, mother, and siblings to Europe several times on the
Cunard Line); he later became a geologist with the Navy in Washington, D.C. His
daughter Karin is active at the Embassy of Sweden and lectures at the National Gallery
of Art. The many Alexis descendants still operate the farm in Section 1 of Middle Creek
precinct through United Farm Management of Lincoln.
The Eager Family:
Amos S. (1844-1932)
Minerva S. (1855-1942)
Frank D. (1872-1960)
Earl O. (1881-1962)
Amos S. Eager, whose Welsh forbearers came to America in 172037, was a Nebraska
pioneer who bought the east half of the southeast quarter of Section 1 in 1906. The
Eager family was to own the property for the next six decades, the longest stretch of
Section 1 ownership since the 1854 cession of lands from the Otoe-Missouria Indians.
The property had been owned by the Burlington & Missouri Railroad as part of
President Grant's 1872 railroad grants, and subsequently by several other owners
before the Eager purchase.38
In 1900, John Hogston, whose wife Clara owned the eighty acres to the west, had
briefly leased what would become the Eager property from then-putative owner Mary
Smith. Mary was the widow of Michael Smith, who was killed in 1899 when his team
and wagon, full of lumber and headed for their farmstead on West Fletcher, was
struck by a Union Pacific passenger train in West Lincoln. Investigators suspected he
had been drinking, as a liquor bottle was found near the wreck, but evidence was
inconclusive as his body "was ground to a pulp".39 Michael Smith's first wife, also
U.S. Supreme Court about Miranda: "Sitting with the state Supreme Court in 1966, Molloy
wrote the final Miranda v. Arizona decision, which later was overturned by the U.S. Supreme
Court in the landmark case that required police to inform suspects of their rights." Marjorie
Molloy Letson (granddaughter of Joseph and Marjorie Alexis) told the newspaper: "He felt
very strongly that he had made the right decision and that the courts were letting criminals
go free." See "J. Molloy dies; was AZ appeals court judge," July 14, 2008, accessed
September 5, 2011, at http://azstarnet.com/news/local/ article_a26f403c-4aae-5ed198d7-66ef7fd2d5e1.html.
Who's Who in Nebraska: Lancaster County (Lincoln: The Nebraska Press Association,
1940, NEGenWeb Project Resource Center On-Line Library, accessed September 5, 2011.)
Eager family records suggest that Amos Eager is descended from William Eager, who came
to Massachusetts from Wales in 1630 on a ship of Governor John Winthrop.
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Abstract of Title, Ray Frohn Company, August 2, 1971, No. 40594.

"Body Reduced to a Pulp: Horrible Fate of Michael Smith of Woodlawn," The Nebraska
State Journal, October 22, 1899, 3. This was not the first time that Michael Smith and his
family were in the newspapers. In 1893, Mr. and Mrs. Smith were in court for a divorce, but
39
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named Mary, had likewise met misfortune. In the Blizzard of 1888, she froze to death
at their farm when temperatures reached minus 37 degrees Fahrenheit, only hours
after experiencing an unusually warm winter day. The second Mary Smith's alleged
axe attacks on John Hogston in the spring of 1900 (see above) were soon overtaken by
another legal difficulty: relatives of the first Mrs. Michael Smith, led by Bridget Ryan
of Greenwood in Cass County, successfully asserted their right to the title after
Michael's death; they then sold the property to Julia Donnelly, who sold it to Thomas
McGranahan, who in turn sold it to Amos Eager in 1906.40
At the time of the purchase, Amos Eager was retired from his original Homestead
Act property north of Lincoln, in Section 34 of Rock Creek precinct near Davey. He
and his wife Minerva Saffer Eager had originally settled there in the 1870s after the
Civil War. Amos fought for the Wisconsin Infantry at Fredericksburg, Rappahannock,
and Gainesville, where he was wounded. In 1887 he and Minerva moved to 835 North
14th Street in Lincoln, where the Eager family also had a grocery and feed store at 825
North 16th Street.41
When Amos Eager died in 1932, his widow Minerva and his two sons Frank and
Earl inherited the Middle Creek property in Section 1. This property abuts what is
now Lincoln's suburb Arnold Heights; five acres have been carved at the top of the hill
for a city water tower, a landmark to airline passengers traveling to and from
Lincoln's nearby municipal airport.
Frank and Earl Eager began their lives on their family's Davey Homestead. Frank
attended school for several years in a sod schoolhouse;42 he moved on to University
prep school and then to the University of Nebraska, graduating in 1893. Like his
made up before the judge. In 1899, only a few months before the train accident, "Mary
Smith" spent the night in jail after coming to Lincoln drunk and disorderly after a party in
Woodlawn, near the site of their farmstead. Because the others in her party were two
young men and another young woman, the person in question was likely Mary Smith's
daughter from a previous marriage, Mary Conlan, who was also known in census records as
Mary Smith.
Michael Smith, his first wife Mary and his second wife Mary, accessed their Section 1
property via a county road that once ran along the east side of Section 1 from West Fletcher
to West Superior. It also provided access to the farmstead of Joseph Quakenbush in the
south half of the northeast quarter of the section. Presumably this was also the route the
second Mary Smith took to destroy John Hogston's fences and to attack him with an axe.
Only large scraps of culvert remain where the road crossed the creek at the half-mile point.
40

The 14th street address is today the back entrance to the Military and Naval Science
building; the 16th street address is the current site of Delta Upsilon fraternity.
41

As did middle son, Carl, who later attended Lincoln Business College in Lincoln and
operated a general merchandise store in Davey. He died in 1894. Two other Eager children,
Benjamin and Pearl, died in 1892 and 1894. Frank and Bertha Eager's son Franklin died in
1916 at age two.
42
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contemporary student Willa Cather, who took mathematics from John J. Pershing43,
Frank Eager also studied under Lieutenant Pershing. Frank was chosen as the
outstanding cadet at the University. He became a lawyer, businessman, and Populist
publisher in Lincoln and, in 1897, clerk of the Nebraska House of Representatives. In
becoming clerk, no doubt he had the help of his uncle, Dewitt Eager, a pioneer
legislator from Beaver Crossing who had bolted the Republican Party in 1890 to
become a Populist.
In 1898, Frank Eager volunteered for the Spanish American War. He was
commander of Company H and adjutant for the 1st Nebraska Volunteer Infantry,
which spent a year in the Philippines. He was severely wounded in the native Filipino
insurgency that followed the war and awarded the Silver Star. He fought at the battle
in which the Nebraska Regimental commander, Colonel John M. Stotsenburg (who
taught military science and tactics at the University after Pershing), was killed.
Stotsenburg was buried at Arlington National Cemetery with President McKinley at
the gravesite; Fort Stotsenburg in the Philippines, which later became Clark Field, was
named after the fallen Nebraska commander.44

Frank Eager returned from the war with injured soldiers on the transport Hancock,
making stops in 1899 at Nagasaki and Yokohama, Japan, on its way home to San
At the Plaza Hotel in New York, on the Pulitzer Prize dais with fellow Pulitzer winner
Willa Cather in 1933, General John J. Pershing revealed to a laughing audience that he was
already acquainted with Cather, but she had not done well in his mathematics class at the
University of Nebraska.
43

In 1942, a native of the Dutch-settled area south of Lincoln, Jack Obbink, was forced to
march to Fort Stotsenburg from the opposite side of Manila Bay from where his fellow
Nebraskans had fought in 1899. This became infamous as the Bataan Death March. Obbink
survived and later became Director of Aeronautics for the State of Nebraska. In the election
year 1960, he authorized the use of a state airplane to transport Senator John F. Kennedy,
who had been in Lincoln to give the Democratic Party's Jefferson-Jackson address and
would be elected president later that year, to Kansas City. Governor Dwight Burney, the
Republican lieutenant governor who had succeeded Democrat Ralph Brooks upon Brooks's
death in office, fired Bataan-survivor Jack Obbink. Obbink went on to become a federal
official. Nebraska Democrats Frank Morrison and J. James Exon, good friends of Jack
Obbink, won four of the next five gubernatorial contests.
44
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Francisco. There he was met by a contingent of Nebraskans, including Governor
William A. Poynter (of the Populist-Democrat fusion party) and his mother Minerva
Eager, before traveling back to Nebraska.45 Back in Lincoln, Frank Eager again took
up his work as publisher at his Populist newspaper, The Independent, where his editor
was the estimable but controversial Thomas H. Tibbles, who had fought alongside
John Brown in Kansas and led the landmark effort to recognize Chief Standing Bear's
rights in federal court in Omaha. Tibbles was married to Standing Bear's interpreter,
Susette LaFlesche ("Bright Eyes"); they had been first on the scene to report to the
country the 1890 massacre at Wounded Knee in South Dakota.46 Suzette LaFlesche
Tibbles subsequently wrote for Frank Eager's weekly paper on her experiences with
the U.S. Senate and on populist themes.47 T.H. Tibbles went on to become the Populist
Party's candidate for Vice President in the 1904 national election.

The Call, a San Francisco newspaper, reported on July 31, 1899, that Frank Eager's ship,
the transport Hancock, was met by his mother Minerva and sister, who went on board to
greet him. It could not have been his only sister, Pearl, who died in 1894; perhaps it was
Minerva's "servant girl", as described in the 1900 Census, or one of her own sisters. Frank
was probably not the only soldier Minerva greeted; among those returning from the war
were Davey farmers Charles Knudson and Peter Madsen, her former neighbors. Lieutenant
Colonel Eager was the spokesman for the Nebraska regiment. He told The Call, "The men
are all glad to get home again. They are tired and they have earned a rest. There does not
seem to be any desire on the part of the men to re-enlist. I do not think the regiment has
much to complain of. The work was hard and the duty arduous, but the men obeyed like
true soldiers. They never lost a battle, and they never lost an inch of ground." See "We're
All Glad to Get Home ," The Call, July 31, 1899, 1.
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Frank Eager already had a connection to the tragedy at Wounded Knee. His mentor
Pershing had been at the massacre, as that had been among Pershing's previous
assignments before the University of Nebraska. Tragedy visited Pershing himself in 1915,
when his wife and three daughters were killed in a fire in San Francisco. His son Warren
survived the fire and grew up in Lincoln, where Pershing owned a home in which his sister,
May, lived. The Eagers and Pershings were social friends; Frank and Bertha hosted Warren
and his father at a dinner in Lincoln in the 1930s.
46

Susette LaFlesche Tibbles, since 1983 honored in the Nebraska Hall of Fame, wrote on
Populist themes for Frank Eager's Independent. In an October 18, 1895 article, "The U.S.
Senate", she wrote: "I have had rare opportunities during the past two years of observing
for myself the course pursued by many of these senators and it has been an interesting
study, as all studies from active human life are, and much more so than studies from books.
During the past year the congressional representatives of the various political parties have
been slowly disintegrating, evolving and dividing themselves from their own bodies politic,
and the dissolving question has been the money question." (Author's note: Plus ça change...)
In a November 8, 1895 piece, "Our Universities", she wrote, "People do not seem to realize
to what an extent our universities are being run to suit the views of the millionaires and
corporations of the country. It is a subtle danger and it is to be regretted that the trustees
and presidents of these institutions should think it necessary to curry favor with and cater
to the views of such men ... in the fear that they may withhold pecuniary favors for
endowments to the institutions under their charge." (...plus c'est la même chose.) See
writings of Susette LaFlesche Tibbles, accessed September 5, 2011, at
47
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Colonel Frank Eager volunteered to be commandant of cadets at the University of
Nebraska in 1901, the U.S. Army having made no other appointment. That year he
married Bertha Sawyer, a Doane College graduate and daughter of Saline County
banker George Sawyer. Frank and Bertha Eager honeymooned in New Orleans, Cuba,
and New York.48
Thomas Tibbles and Frank Eager struggled with U.S. imperialism. A July 24, 1902
editorial, "Why They Degenerate", addressed the mindset of a soldier in the U.S.
military who could torture Filipinos and execute them without trial: "He ceases to be
governed by his former code of ethics," which is the "inevitable effect of imperialism
and wars of conquest upon the army and the standard of morality at home."49 The
reference to torture refers inter alia to a practice called the water cure, a variation of
which is now called waterboarding.
The Independent editorials may have been expiation for Colonel Eager. It is
unlikely that a protégé of Pershing and a son of Amos Eager, who fought with the
Wisconsin "Iron Brigade" in the Civil War, would be implicated in torture, but the
organization of the Nebraska regiment, of which Frank Eager was adjutant, was rigid
on physical training but loose on command structure and good order.50 The
Philippine American War was started, in fact, by Lincolnite William Grayson; while on
guard duty, he shot a Filipino who insulted Colonel Stotsenburg. Hearing the
gunshots, General Arthur McArthur ordered an attack on the insurgents. When the
http://ualr.edu/sequoyah/index.php/home/research/tribal-writers-digital-library/
48

"The Social Calendar," The Nebraska State Journal, October 7, 1901, 2.
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George Berge, Papers [RG3105.AM]. Archives, Nebraska State Historical Society.

Command of the Nebraska regiment was determined by the Nebraska governor, over
which there was "fierce strife" in the regiment's officer ranks. Colonel John P. Bratt, who
took the regiment to Manila, resigned from command as the Spanish American War
concluded, prior to the Filipino insurrection. He recommended Colonel Stotsenburg as his
replacement. Governor Poynter instead offered command to Colonel George R. Colton, but
some of the regiment's officers objected because Colton had not been part of the regiment
when Bratt resigned. So the appointment went to Stotsenburg. After Stotsenburg was
killed, Governor Poynter again offered command to Colton, who declined in favor of an
appointment as collector of customs for the port of Manila. The Governor appointed
Colonel Harry B. Mulford instead. When the regiment returned to San Francisco, Mulford
remained in the city. The regiment returned to Nebraska under Colonel Eager. See "Bit of
Military History: Poynter Made the Tender...Mulford the Governor's Second Choice," The
Nebraska State Journal, January 7, 1902, 3. Frank Eager told the story in simpler terms to
his young granddaughter Nancy, with whom he often talked about his war experiences in
the Philippines. In the library of his home, in grandfatherly chats with her before the maid
interrupted them for dinner, the colonel attributed his rise in command to the deaths of
others who were above him, which was at least partially true. Interview with Nancy Eager
Dindinger, August, 2011.
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Hancock returned to San Francisco, Frank Eager gave the press the official account of
the Nebraska regiment's participation in the war, but Private Grayson positioned
himself conspicuously on deck to give interviews as "First Shot" Grayson.51
Mark Twain called American troops in the Philippine War "uniformed assassins."
The appellation seems more pointed toward the later months and years of the war.
Congressional hearings on the water cure concerned events four months after the
Nebraskans departed the Philippines. Nonetheless, Frank Eager with his Silver Star
could not have been pleased with the unwanted spotlight on the behavior of American
troops in the Philippine War and used his newspaper to distance himself from their
conduct.
Frank Eager was member of the Lincoln Chamber of Commerce and wanted to see
the University permanently located in its downtown Lincoln location, rather than
moved to the State Farm (now known as the East Campus) as favored by Chancellor
Samuel Avery. After a 1912 victory over the chancellor's plan, cemented by a
statewide referendum, he and other city leaders put up $700,000 to expand the
downtown campus eastward to 16th Street. Frank Eager by that time was the major
force in developing Lincoln's nearby P Street, building hotels, movie houses, and office
buildings. He saw the University population as his clientele.52
In 1933, Frank and Bertha Sawyer Eager admirably helped to pay off depositors to
the full value of their accounts at her late father's bank in Saline County, which had
been closed in a bank holiday earlier that year. They and other Sawyer family

Major newspapers focused on Private William Grayson. See "The Man Who Fired the First
Shot of the War Against the Filipinos Conspicuous on Deck," The New York Times, July 31,
1899, 1. Grayson was an immigrant from England who was a Lincoln hotel worker before
volunteering for the war. Giving interviews was a common practice for Grayson, who also
posed for many pictures in the Philippines at the location where he fired the first shot. Not
all Nebraskans were so proud of their involvement. Sergeant Arthur H. Vickers of Madison
County, whose two brothers also were part of the Nebraska Regiment and came from a
military family that had fought in the Revolutionary War, War of 1812, Mexican War, and
Civil War, said on February 5, 1899, "I am not afraid, and am always ready to do my duty,
but I would like someone to tell me what we are fighting for." He was killed on March 30,
1899, at Guiguinto, fighting Filipino insurgents after the war with Spain had ended. See
http://philippineamericanwar.webs.com/filamwarbreaksout.htm, accessed September 5,
2011.
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The minister of St. Paul Methodist Church was not pleased with the prospect of students
attending Sunday movies at Colonel Eager's theaters. See advertisement "Dr. [Walter]
Aitken Will Answer Col. Frank Eager on Sunday Shows," The Lincoln Star, October 9, 1926, 2.
But at least one professor was pleased that the university would remain at its original site:
E. H. Barbour wrote to his former colleague Frederic Clements that he came away with a
commitment to build Morrill Hall on the downtown campus to house his growing collection
of mammoths and mastodons.
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members obtained a loan from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation53 to go
beyond the required depositor guarantees.54
Earl ("Dog") Eager followed his brother's footsteps to attend the University of
Nebraska, where he was a halfback on the football team, 1902-04. A favorite play of
the time was the "Dog", in which the small Earl Eager was physically thrown forward
by his teammates, like a dog. He became the manager of athletics in 1906 and
acquired property on the campus for the football field and stadium. He became a
lawyer in 1907 and was elected to the lower house of the state legislature in 1910. He
was responsible for establishing the first boys' state basketball tournament in 1911,
an event soon replicated throughout the country.
Earl Eager's politics were vaguely Republican. Before the 1910 election, he told a
Lincoln newspaper that he was not sure he subscribed to his party's positions, but he
knew as a "wet" that he did not agree with his party on the issue of county option
prohibition. The newspaper helpfully suggested to readers that Earl Eager "is
supposed to represent university interests particularly in a financial way".55
In his hey-day, Earl Eager was among the most well known people in Lincoln, in
part for his auto speeding, an arrest on a streetcar, a fraternity lawsuit, traffic
collisions, and forgetfulness about going to court. Once he told a judge that he simply
forgot to appear, for which he was fined one dollar.56 According to family lore, his
wife Marie Pauline was the first person in Nebraska to register an automobile in a
woman's name.57 Perhaps her husband's driving contributed to the milestone.
Congress created the RFC in January, 1932, during the Herbert Hoover Administration. It
was directed first by Charles G. Dawes, a Lincolnite, Nobel Peace Prize laureate (for his work
on World War I reparations), former Vice President under Calvin Coolidge (although they
did not get along), and close friend, like Frank Eager, of General John J. Pershing. Dawes was
soon replaced by Hoover after it was alleged that he gave loan preferences to his former
Chicago bank. President Franklin D. Roosevelt expanded the RFC under the New Deal; the
RFC provided financing for several Section 1 and surrounding properties during the
Depression. The Charles Dawes house, now restored as a restaurant with many more
pictures of William Jennings Bryan than Dawes, is located one block west of the Governor's
Mansion in Lincoln.
53

This was not a good time for Frank Eager to guarantee the deposits of others, as one of
his own Lincoln properties, the Liberty Theater, was in default on its mortgage payments.
The matter was finally resolved, after eight years of litigation, by the Nebraska Supreme
Court. See "Reorganization of the Liberty is Upheld," The Nebraska State Journal, April 10,
1941, 5.
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"How They Stand On Option", The Nebraska State Journal, July 22, 1910, p. 8.
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"Eager Remembers and Pays Fine," Lincoln Daily News, May 13, 1912, 1.

Conversation with Dr. Steven E. Eager, August, 2011. Earl "Dog" Eager descendants have
a stadium blanket inscribed with "Dog" as an artifact of his football exploits. Earl Eager was
also a baseball and basketball standout and a sports promoter extraordinaire.
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But Earl Eager failed in an election for State Railway Commission and, after a power
struggle with Chancellor Samuel Avery and University Regents, he lost his job as
manager of University athletics in 1912 and was replaced by coach E. O. ("Jumbo")
Stiehm. He continued in sports as a football referee, became an insurance executive,
then completed a long and successful career as a wholesale grocer.
During this time, he managed his father Amos's farms, including the property in
Section 1 of Middle Creek precinct. Through yearly classified ads in Lincoln
newspapers, he leased up to sixty acres of Section 1 alfalfa prairie to local farmers
who paid five dollars per acre per season.
It is likely that both Frank and Earl Eager were well acquainted with Frederic
Clements, the founder of the discipline of plant ecology. Frank and Frederic were
contemporary cadets under John J. Pershing.58 Frederic taught at the University when
Earl was a student; Frederic was known in Lincoln for having played football in high
school and at the University, before Earl. Frederic was known for dressing the part of
the enterprising field researcher: in jodhpurs, laced boots, and campaign hat. That the
larger than life Frederic Clements went on to be a renowned scientist would not have
been lost on Frank Eager, who led Lincoln parades in military uniform on horseback,
and his brother Earl, with his own flair for publicity.
If ever there was a superb opportunity for the Eagers to lead an outing in Lincoln, it
was passed up by their erstwhile adversary Chancellor Avery on August 9, 1913,
when Avery hosted internationally prominent plant scientists who came to Lincoln
for the Second International Phytogeographic Excursion.59 Tansley of Cambridge,
who had hosted the first excursion in England in 1911, Paulsen of Copenhagen, Rubel
and Stomps of Zurich, von Tubeuf of Munich, Druce of Oxford, Klebs of Heidelberg and
others joined seven American scientists in Lincoln to see virgin prairie, representative
of the Great Plains. They debarked their train at the Burlington station dressed for
fieldwork with well-worn khakis, heavy shoes, botanical equipment, and Tansley
himself in research helmet. They came away disappointed, believing the area was
totally under cultivation. Avery, instead of arranging for Frank or Earl Eager to take
the luminaries to the nearby Eager native prairie on West Superior Street, scheduled
58 Clements

was co-founder of the Pershing Rifles, according to biographical information
compiled by the Yale ecologist Paul Bigelow Sears. Sears' work is on file at the American
Heritage Center at the University of Wyoming, where the Clements papers are housed.
Cecil Crampton, Scotland; Adolf Engler, Germany; Arthur Tansley, England; Theodoor J.
Stomps, Netherlands; Carl Schroeter, Switzerland; Carl Skottsberg, Sweden; Ove Paulsen,
Denmark; Marie Charlotte Brockmann-Jerosch, Switzerland; Heinrich Brockmann-Jerosch
Switzerland; Willis Linn Jepsen, USA; George E. Nichols, USA; George Fuller; USA; Alfred
Dachnowsky, USA; Edith S. Clements, USA. Organizers: Henry Chandler Cowles and Frederic
Clements, USA. See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Phytogeographic_Excursion, accessed
November 22, 2011.
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furniture retailer William E. Hardy, department store founder Jack Miller, two faculty
members and himself to drive the visitors around the city in cars. Governor John
Henry Morehead, a Democrat, confessed to knowing little about botany and told the
group at a luncheon about Nebraska roads, after which Dean Bessey got the subject
back on track by introducing the Englishman Tansley, who lamented that Nebraskans
were doing nothing to preserve their prairies for posterity. Some of the scientists
slipped away from an afternoon lantern show "entertainment" to explore the Lincoln
salt bottoms before the group's train departed Lincoln at 6 p.m. that evening.60
Soon after the death of their father Amos in 1932, Frank and his mother sold their
share of the Middle Creek property to Earl, who owned it alone until his death in
California in 1962. His California heir, Earl ("Gus") Eager, who attended
Northwestern University medical school and located his practice in Merced, later sold
the Middle Creek property to Weston Furrer of Lincoln, who had been its farm
manager under his father's ownership.
Although most of the Eager property was terraced in the 1960s and put into grain
production (milo), like all property in Section 1 it was rocky and ill suited for farming.
Wes Furrer and his wife Winnie gave it the name "Rocky Hill" and planted trees on it
in the mid 1980s with the assistance of the local Natural Resources District and
forester Richard Lodes.
They spared the far southeastern corner. These seven acres of the property, like
most of the former Schramm property in Section 1 and a twenty-five acre parcel in the
adjoining section to the south, are still native prairie, unplowed since the OtoeMissouria tribe's cession of its prairie land to the United States.61
"European Scientists Pay Visit to Lincoln," Lincoln Daily News, August 9, 1913, 8. In a
somewhat different list from that above, the newspaper notes the presence of G. Claridge
Druce, Oxford; F. J. Lewis, Edmonton; and G. J. Tanfilief, Odessa. According to the American
Memory project of the Library of Congress (which has yet another list), Dean Bessey again
got the party on track in subsequent days as he showed the travelers, in 108-degree heat,
the effects of intensive cultivation and grazing in the Sandhills (At least according to one
account: see http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/collections/ecology/aepsp6.html, accessed
November 22, 2011.) The Sandhills would not have been a new experience to excursion
organizer H. C. Cowles of the University of Chicago, who began his teaching career at Gates
College in Neligh, Nebraska, which he left after trying to uphold academic standards against
student plagiarism. See Victor M. Cassidy, Henry Chandler Cowles: Pioneer Ecologist
(Chicago: Kedzie Sigel Press, 2007) 22. And where was Frederic Clements, co-organizer of
the excursion, on the day it came to his hometown of Lincoln? The newspaper does not note
his presence or his leadership. Perhaps he and his wife Edith left the party to visit E. G.
Clements, Frederic's father, with whom they had lived when first married, at 646 North
13th Street. At the site today stands Morrill Hall. Or they had gone ahead to their Alpine
Laboratory at Pikes Peak to prepare for the arrival of the visiting botanists, who would
remain there for several days.
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The Otoe-Missouria were paid 42.6 cents an acre in 1854 for land that included Section 1,
Middle Creek precinct. One hundred and one years later, a federal Court of Claims ruled
that the tribe should have been paid $1 per acre. See David J. Wishart, An Unspeakable
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Until his death in 1960, Frank Eager lived at 1948 Sewell Street, only a few blocks
from the Lincoln home of Joseph Alexis. Frank Eager was a member of the Lincoln
Country Club, the Rotary Club, the Chamber of Commerce, U.S. War Veterans (state
chairman), the University Alumni Association, BPOE, Masons, Shriners, the Nebraska
State Historical Society, and First Plymouth Congregational Church.62 He lectured,
organized and led parades, made broadcasts, and wrote on the history of the Spanish
American War and other conflicts. A Populist and Democrat, he brought his own
views and unique experiences into his works. He was a civic booster nonpareil,
raising money and enthusiasm for streets, paved roads, the Ashland water works, the
University, and hospitals. He worked with Goodhue architects on planning the
current Capitol. He led the effort to raise money for a new hospital wing at Bryan
Memorial Hospital, simultaneously publicizing its naming after Bryan.
Earl Eager, his wife Marie and their children lived for many years at 2035 South
18th Street, only a block from Joseph Alexis and his family. Marie Eager was active in
the First Christian Church and the couple was socially prominent in the newspapers of
the day. They entered young Earl Benjamin ("Gus") Eager in the Nebraska State Fair's
better baby contest. Early on, Earl Eager served occasionally on his brother's civic
committees, but Earl and Frank became estranged. Earl never tired of being asked to
recount his remarkable football, basketball, and baseball stories.
Other Owners In and Around Section 1, Middle Creek Precinct
Joseph and Jane Quackenbush were 19th century Nebraska pioneers who settled in
the 1870s on the eastern edge of Section 1. They owned the northeast quarter of the
section. The Quackenbushes located their farmstead, probably the first built on
Section 1, below a spring on the north side of the creek that runs toward the east. By
1900 their son John and his wife Fannie were also living on the site with their own
children. They accessed their property via a dirt road that once ran between West
Fletcher and West Superior on Section 1's east border. Some of the Quackenbush
farm buildings are still visible in a 1949 aerial photo.

Sadness: The Dispossession of the Nebraska Indians, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1994) 241.
Quite unknown to me before I wrote this, my life coincidently tracked that of Frank Eager,
two generations later. I grew up near Davey less than a mile from the Eager homestead,
attended a one-room country school (my mother attended grade school on the same Garr
Creek site as Frank Eager), graduated from the University of Nebraska where I minored in
military and naval science (ROTC was a requirement at the time), shipped out of San
Francisco on the USS Rainier for the Philippines, traveled to Manila through the site of the
battle where Frank Eager was wounded, made a port call at Nagasaki on the USS Arlington,
became a Nebraska state government official, and married at First Plymouth church (for
which Frank Eager had been a fund-raiser as well as member). Decades apart, my path
likewise crossed with that of Joseph Alexis, a fellow Swedish-American, who wrote in
Deutschland Heute of a student visit to the Freie Universität Berlin, where I took a degree.
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The Quackenbushes were members of the thriving Lancaster County Farmers Club,
which met around the turn of the century at members' farmsteads with noontime
feasts and afternoon music, literary readings, and educational lectures on farming
practices. Within a few miles in Oak, Elk, and West Lincoln precincts lived the Mann,
Paswater, Cheney, Drain, and other member families. The meetings sometimes
attracted dozens of farmers, who were fed and entertained under tents erected on
members' farmsteads. The Farmers Club debated the merits of such questions as
threshing small grain from shocks or from stacks, and the best ways of handling and
curing tame hay.
Joseph Quackenbush once led a club discussion on his experience with the
cultivation of an orchard he attempted on Section 1 of Middle Creek. He advised it
was not profitable but a pleasure to plant and cultivate the trees and a luxury to eat
the rare fruit.63
Farmers Club members Matthew and Lucy Cheney, originally from New York state,
had been witnesses in 1869 to the laying of the cornerstone of the first University of
Nebraska building, followed by a banquet at the State Capitol; they were so impressed
with the area and its people they decided to settle in Lancaster County just east of
Middle Creek precinct.64 Matthew Cheney, a captain in the Civil War who fought at
Gettysburg, joined in club discussions with other settlers who were Civil War
veterans. He was also a Nebraska state senator from 1878 to 1880. Lucy Cheney, a
former teacher, and club colleague Virginia Drain were members of the Daughters of
the American Revolution and assisted with the literary discussions of the club.65
Club member Andrew Drain was a lieutenant colonel in the Civil War and, with wife
Virginia, operated the Lancaster County poor farm, three miles northeast of the
Quackenbushes in Oak Precinct. One can only imagine the diverse scene at the poor
farm when the Drains hosted their neighbors. The Drain's son James became a lawyer
"Happy Farmers: Members of the County Club Meet for Enjoyment," The Nebraska State
Journal, April 16, 1901, 4.
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At the northeast corner of what is now NW 48th Street and West Adams.

Another member and founder of the Deborah Avery chapter of the DAR in Lincoln was
Laura Biddlecome Pound, mother of Roscoe, Louise, and Olivia Pound. Roscoe Pound
became a friend of the Cheney's son Luke at the University of Nebraska Latin (Prep) School;
in 1898 Pound published the historic Phytogeography of Nebraska with Frederic Clements.
Luke became a judge in Stockton, Nebraska. The Pound family's maid, Emma Bates, married
John O'Connell, who farmed three miles north of Nine Mile Prairie. Emma was so impressed
with how Laura Pound educated her children that she attempted to emulate the Pound
family in raising her own children, according to her son Frank O'Connell in his 1962 memoir
of turn-of-the-century Lancaster County life, Farewell to the Farm. Laura Pound offered
comfort and advice on the death of John and Emma's son Everett. U.S. Army Colonel Frank
O'Connell became adjutant of the American Legion in Nebraska, director of the Nebraska
Game, Forestation, and Parks department for fifteen years, and was founder and editor of
Outdoor Nebraska.
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in Washington, D.C., and in 1908 as president of the National Rifle Association and
publisher of the periodical Arms and the Man, he established the main NRA offices in
Washington to establish closer political ties to Congress.66
Despite the Club's pleasant talk of orchards and haying, the early settlers had
memories of prairie fires and grasshopper plagues. Lucy Cheney remembered a
prairie fire that swept all before it in 1872, including settlers' homes and livestock,
but a lucky shift in the wind spared their farmstead. Prairie fires were not
uncommon. She and Matthew had travelled westward through Middle Creek precinct
to Seward earlier that year to attend a wedding and reported seeing no trees or even
bushes all the way to Seward. But around their farmstead she reported antelope,
deer, and the tracks of bison. 67
Grasshoppers had devastated the whole state in 1874. The ruin of crops and
settlers' dreams was in contrast to the Nebraska horticultural idyll described and
promoted by Nebraska political leader J. Sterling Morton, who promised settlers an
Elysian paradise.68 Lucy Cheney described dead grasshoppers blowing up into
windrows across the fields.
A part of the Cheney's property a half mile east and a half mile south of Section 1,
on the east side of the Raymond Road (now NW 48th Street) became the site of the
District 18 public elementary school, called the Cheney School. For several decades it
was the school for Section 1 children and their neighboring schoolmates from across
West Superior.
In 1900, according to census records, the Hogston daughters Ione, Hazel, and Ruth
from Section 1 attended the Cheney School. In 1920, so did the Bubb daughters
James Drain was also a member (and captain) of the U.S. shooting team at the 1908
London Olympics. See http://www.usashootingngb.com/alumni/officials.html.
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Julius Sterling Morton, Illustrated History of Nebraska, Volume II. (Lincoln: Jacob North &
Company, 1906.) 603.
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J. Sterling Morton engaged in a titanic legal battle -- eventually resolved against him by
both the Nebraska Supreme Court and the U.S. Supreme Court -- over "salt lands" two miles
east of Matthew and Lucy Cheney's farmstead. Morton claimed the lands as his own. His
son Joy Morton went on to find better salt sources in other states and founded the Morton
Salt Company. But the legal defeats over the Lancaster County salt lands became a liability
for Democrat J. Sterling Morton in his unsuccessful 1884 gubernatorial race, when
Republicans accused him of trying to steal the lands. In an unusual move, Nebraska
Supreme Court judge George B. Lake came to Morton's defense during the campaign with a
letter to Morton indicating he was not guilty of any fraud or deception. In his 1942
biography of J. Sterling Morton, historian James C. Olson uncharacteristically fails to note a
reason why Judge Lake may have written the exoneration: the judge's daughter Carrie was
married to Sterling's son Joy Morton. Cf James C. Olson, J. Sterling Morton: Pioneer
Statesman, Founder of Arbor Day (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1942, reprint
1972) 309.
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Alberta and Nora and the several McManaman children. They would have walked to
and from school (as was the custom) along West Superior, a dirt road that provided
access to their farm lanes. Nora Bubb and Anthony McManaman completed 8th grade
together in 1923. Nora became a teacher herself in Battle Creek, Nebraska, in the
1930s.69

At the turn of the century, the Ellis T. Hartley family lived a half mile south at the corner
of what is now NW 48th Street and West Adams. Hartley was an early superintendent of
the Lincoln public schools until changing careers to become an orchardist at the family farm
and other sites near Lincoln. His children Carl, born in 1887, and Faye, born in 1888,
attended the University of Nebraska where they studied botany under Professor Charles
Bessey and trained in experimental ecology under Professor Frederic E. Clements and his
wife, Dr. Edith Schwartz Clements, at the Clementses' summer Alpine Laboratory at Pikes
Peak. Faye co-authored the University Song "Our Nebraska" and was a director of The
College Equal Suffrage League, whose members included Louise Pound and Grace Bryan,
daughter of W. J. Bryan. Faye Hartley, as editor of the Daily Nebraskan, called early
attention to the works of Dorothy Canfield and Willa Cather. Carl Hartley completed a Ph.D.
at Berkeley, California, worked for the Dutch government in Java, and became a leading
forestry expert for the U.S. Department of Agriculture. His work on tree diseases of the
Great Plains, in 1918, was the first of its kind.
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Figure 2. Location of the Cheney School, with Section Lines, Roads, Trails (double
dotted lines), and Farmsteads (dots). Adapted from undated soils map, circa 1920s.

Comings and goings along West Superior sparked a romance between Grace
McManaman, age 20, and Dewey Eyer, age 24, who lived just up the hill to the east of
the McManamans, on the south side of West Superior. They were married in 1922.
But before the McManaman family could add the Eyer property to their growing
estate through marriage, Dewey's father Benjamin died. His mother Hattie sold out in
1925.70 One of the Eyers stayed near the home place: Dewey's brother Russel
married Jennie Ault, another girl on West Superior, and raised a family on the Ault
farmstead a mile to the east, in the middle of what is now Arnold Heights.
Across West Superior northwest of the Eyers, in Section 1, lived Wayne and Rose
Venter and their two children. Young Venter, in 1917, had traveled to Council Bluffs,
Iowa, with Miss Rose Vanicek of Ceresco, to get a marriage license. A Lincoln
newspaper felt obliged to report, "The bridegroom evinced some concern lest news of
his wedding should get into the paper, but the officials at the court house were unable
to give him any assurance of suppression."71
Local farmer Lawrence O. Rolofson raised Poland China hogs and Holstein cattle on Mrs.
Eyer's farm, but sold his stock at auction in 1922 and moved to Cairo in Hall County. In
1973, he was killed in a tractor accident near Cairo, Nebraska.
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The Lincoln Daily Star, July 10, 1917, 5.
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Richard F. Lowe, a 1906 German immigrant and hired man for August Deinert, a
neighbor a mile south and a mile west, bought the Eyer property in 1925 and began a
family of two daughters and a son with his wife Alona. Her baked goods and
bedspreads won prizes at the Nebraska State Fair. But the Lincoln Joint Stock Land
Bank, part of the tax-exempt land bank system, took the Lowes to court in 1934, at the
depths of the Depression; the family relocated to another farm south of Lincoln. Their
son Harold Lowe, a U.S. Army sergeant who attended District 18 school as a child,
fought against his family's former countrymen in World War II in Normandy, Belgium,
and Germany. Sgt. Lowe was badly wounded and awarded the Bronze Star.
Meanwhile, due to a resurgence of the economy as a result of the war, the Lincoln
Joint Stock Land Bank sold its foreclosed farms more quickly than anticipated and
paid off investors early.72
In mid-twentieth century the southwest corner of Section 1 (and the adjacent
quarter section south of West Superior) became the property of Virginia and Merril R.
Reller. Virginia was the daughter of John C. Price, of the Lincoln Joint Stock Land
Bank, and leader of the Nebraska Republican Women. Once pasture for the
McManamans, the Rellers likewise put cattle on the property. With a new dam across
the stream flowing to the south, an impressive farm pond became a favorite (and
jealously guarded73) fishing site for the Rellers, who also provided public-pay access
to stocked fishing in small lakes they owned north of Lincoln.
Merril Reller was a Lincoln attorney who was briefly famous nationally in 1958 as
the lawyer for Caril Ann Fugate, Charles Starkweather's fourteen-year-old companion
on a murder spree across Nebraska and Wyoming. Fugate's own mother and family
had been among the victims. She sobbed uncontrollably on Reller's shoulder at her
conviction. Sometimes a Republican candidate for local office, Reller also traveled the
globe as a big game hunter, making several trips to East Africa and recounting them
on KUON TV, Lincoln's public television station. Merril Reller died in 1968, after
which Virginia Reller's farm manager had trouble keeping their cattle fenced in. In
1974, the absentee farm manager for the big game hunter's widow ran a lost-andfound ad to recover local domestic stock of uncertain breed, somewhere along West
Superior:
Strayed - 5 head yearling cattle, steers & heifers, could be black Hereford or
Charolais cross. Have yellow ear tag in ear, branded on left shoulder, approx
weight 500 lbs. Vicinity Reller pastures, west of Arnold Heights area...

W. E. Barkley, president of the bank and husband of one-time Dean of Women Edna
Barkley, later gave a $30 million dollar fortune to the University of Nebraska Foundation
but as a separate trust, the investments of which are still instrumental in Lincoln financial
circles.
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Interview with Arthur Eilers of Malcolm, Nebraska, August, 2011.
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West Superior to this day remains a narrow road, intersecting native prairie on
both sides, for a quarter mile west of the Lincoln city limits. It was blocked during and
after World War II, first as a prohibited west entrance to military air base housing and
then as forbidden access to the municipal airport, to prevent pilfering of leftover
surplus war property. Earl Eager petitioned the Lincoln city council in 1948 to open
the road to the east so as to permit farmers to access his property, but the council
declined. Thick with deer and turkeys, but devoid of country school children, it
remains blocked against cut-through traffic to and from Lincoln's Arnold Heights
subdivision.
A Conflicted Past, a Cooperative Future
Section 1 of Middle Creek precinct has witnessed more than a century of conflicts:
between bankers and farmers74; between neighbors about fences; between a future of
trees or grasslands; between agriculture and national defense; between fresh water
and salt water; between people and blizzards, grasshoppers, and fires; between
plowshares and rocks.
There were other conflicts. Ethnic and religious tensions surrounded Section 1
when it was first settled. Historically, it was an Irish stronghold. The east half of Nine
The Section 1 property now owned by Joseph Alexis' descendants typifies the farmerbanker conflicts of the 1920s and 1930s. Ownership changed among Roscoe Anderson,
Mary Haslam, Benjamin and Christina Mattice, Thomas Eckery, and Gertrude Wagener,
whose family lived on the property as owner until a sheriff's deed transferred it back to
Eckery. It was financed in these years by mortgage holders Folsom Bros., the Lincoln Joint
Stock Land Bank, the Federal Land Bank, and the Land Bank Commissioner. Only in 1942,
when Ralph Densberger purchased it, did it return to financially stable ownership.
Densberger, however, became caught up himself in a subsequent land development scandal
perpetrated by Commonwealth Savings and Loan owner S. E. Copple and his sons, Marvin
and Newton Copple. Densberger, a good-hearted farmer with an infectious laugh, who
during the Depression and after had helped many families, lost his life savings. In bad
health, he ended his life in July, 1985. The eighty-acre parcel directly south in Section 12,
across West Superior, has a similar unfortunate history. After the Lincoln Joint Stock Land
Bank foreclosed on Richard Lowe's family, it received a sheriff's deed for the property and
refinanced it twice through the federal Reconstruction Finance Corporation before selling it
to Mabel A. Bauers and husband Carl in 1943. The Bauers lived on the farmstead (the last
family to do so) and in 1950 sold the property to Floyd Flader (son of Tilman Flader) and
family, neighbors to the south on West Adams Street. Hub Hall Realty bought the property
in 1980 in anticipation of a development plan drawn up by Commonwealth. The State of
Nebraska shut down insolvent Commonwealth in a 1983 scandal that also brought down
the State Banking Director, Paul Amen, who was fired, and the State Attorney General, Paul
Douglas, who was impeached. (The author recalls flying, by coincidence, to Washington in
October, 1983, with Paul Amen, once a fellow department head in state government, as
Amen tried to find a federal agency to intervene and rescue Commonwealth. "This will be
messy beyond anything ever seen in Nebraska," Amen predicted without naming the
institution, "There's never been anything like it.") In the aftermath, the West Superior
property was purchased, and is still owned, by Professor Stanton Harn of the College of
Dentistry.
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Mile Prairie was owned by Irishman Thomas Farrell, who sold it to the proudly Irish
(County Mayo) McManamans before Frank Schramm acquired it. The star-crossed
Smiths and Bridget Ryan, who owned the east half of the southeast quarter, were
Irish, as were Julia Donnelly and Thomas McGranahan, who sold it to the Eagers. The
McManaman farmstead across West Superior from Section 1 was previously owned
by Irishman Patrick "Patsy" Mears. The Mears family also owned the eighty acres
directly south of the Eagers'.
Patsy Mears, a well-known construction contractor who assembled hundreds of
teams of horses and mules to build railroads in Nebraska and Kansas in the 1880s and
1890s, was a dedicated member of the Irish National League and represented its
Lincoln chapter at the League's 1891 convention in Chicago. In the Lancaster County
election of 1893, he drew a knife on candidate Fred Schmidt, of German heritage,
when he learned that Schmidt had signed a pledge circulated by the American
Protective Association that he would not, if elected county clerk, hire a Catholic. The
APA was dedicated to placing "Americans and Protestants" in office. Mears sheathed
his knife when friends told him that Republican Party workers, their common
opponents, had lured Schmidt into unwisely signing the pledge. Mears took to heart a
comment from a prominent German that there were more Germans than Irish in the
county and "they don't draw the line of nationality unless it is forced on them."75
The people of Section 1 played out roles in an even greater struggle that continues
to influence the nation today: Morton versus Bryan. J. Sterling Morton envisioned
Nebraska as a tree-covered state, like the forested states where he had grown up. In
that sense, tree-planters Quackenbush, Schramm, and Furrer (and the local Natural
Resources District) are his disciples. But Morton was more than the founder of Arbor
Day. He was deeply conservative, a Democrat who had opposed abolition and, after
the Civil War, opposed the Freedmen's Bureau. He was a railroad lobbyist and
defender of the gold standard. He served controversially in Grover Cleveland's second
administration as Secretary of Agriculture. He was bitterly opposed to William
Jennings Bryan and repelled by Thomas Tibbles.
Among the people of Section 1, the role of Bryan disciple in the Morton-Bryan
struggle is cast to Frank Eager, who employed Tibbles and was a Bryan enthusiast.
Frank Eager was the parade marshal for welcoming Bryan home to Lincoln on the eve
of election day, 1908, the last of Bryan's tries for the presidency. On Bryan's arrival at
the train depot, Eager led him down P Street (which he was developing) in a fireworks
and searchlight parade.76 Bryan lost three presidential elections, but he changed the
Democratic Party forever, away from the Morton wing of the party, and later served in
Woodrow Wilson's cabinet as Secretary of State and leader of the party's progressive
wing.77
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The Evening News (Lincoln, Nebraska), November 7, 1893, p.1.
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"Bryan Plea Follows Parade," The Nebraska State Journal, November 3, 1908, 2.

An issue on which Morton and Bryan agreed was U.S. imperialism; both were against it.
When Morton tried to lead on the issue against the McKinley administration, he found
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A less consequential difference of opinion arose in the 1930s and 1940s about the
chance that oil might be found under Section 1. Professor Schramm, the geologist,
said if oil was to be found in Nebraska, it would be in the west, not the east, where, he
joked, any finds were likely to be leaks in cities from oil tanks.78 Nevertheless, Merril
Reller and Ralph Densberger granted oil leases on their properties, as did the Lincoln
Joint Stock Land Bank and Floyd Flader, son of Tilman, across West Superior to the
south, on the former Lowe and Mears properties. Time has proved Professor
Schramm right. Frank Eager got into the oil business in a more practical way in 1938,
forming the wholesale and retail Power Oil Company in Lincoln with his adopted son
George.79
Serious disputes associated with Nine Mile Prairie in more recent times involved
the University of Nebraska and the papers of Frederic Clements and John Weaver.
Clements was among NU's most famous and accomplished graduates; Weaver was his
disciple and gained renown on the NU faculty as the greatest expert on North
American prairies. It was under Clements' leadership and funding through the
Carnegie Institution (where Clements worked from 1917-1941) that Weaver did
much of his research, including that on Nine Mile Prairie.
After Frederic Clements' death, his widow Dr. Edith Schwartz Clements, herself an
NU graduate and the first woman to whom the University awarded a Ph.D., offered the
Clements papers to their alma mater. Incredibly, the University turned down the
offer. B. W. Allred of the U.S. Soil Conservation Service, co-author of Dynamics of
Vegetation with Edith Clements, recounted in a letter to a colleague that NU was
saving its shelf space for unnamed ecologists on its faculty who were about to retire.80
This is a possible reference to Weaver or to Dr. Raymond Pool, another Clements
protégé. The huge collection, which includes much of the early history of the
discipline of ecology, went instead to the American Heritage Center at the University
of Wyoming.
Bryan already out front. Which leads to one of many paradoxes in the life of Frank Eager,
who seems proudly to have fought the unapologetically imperialistic Philippine American
War (after the Spanish America War had concluded). On the death of Theodore Roosevelt,
Frank Eager lauded Roosevelt's foreign policy record, against which Bryan ran in 1908. In
the July-September 1943 edition of Nebraska History, he speaks well of the Spanish
American War. It was not the only paradox in Frank Eager's life. A populist, he once
opposed paying minimum wage on a City of Lincoln water project.
"Schramm Says Best Prospects for Oil In West Nebraska," The Lincoln Star, February 2,
1931, 2.
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George Eager, son of Frank, raised a herd of bison on the family homestead near Davey in
the 1970s. Fences, as always, remained an issue. The beasts of the prairie broke down the
fences and were not popular with the neighbors.
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Letter of B.W. Allred, Box 20, Edith S. and Frederic E. Clements Papers, Collection Number
01678, American Heritage Center, University of Wyoming.
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John Weaver's own papers
did not find a home at NU,
however. Weaver was never
fully comfortable on the NU
faculty. In World War I, he had
been a conscientious objector,
for which he endured much
criticism from his colleagues
and the greater community. In
a dispute with NU over his
retirement status at the time of
his death in 1966, Weaver
instructed his son, viticulturist
Dr. Robert Weaver of the
University of California - Davis,
to burn his papers and to see
that all stakes and markers at
his research sites were
removed. This has made it
difficult for subsequent
ecologists to replicate Weaver's
work, let alone locate the sites
of the research in Section 1 and
perhaps in nearby areas now
owned by the Lincoln Airport
Authority.
John Ernst Weaver, Ph.D. (photo credit Nebraskaland Magazine)

More recent researchers
within the University have been frustrated that the institution has not done more to
build upon the heritage of its great botanists and ecologists: Bessey, Clements,
Weaver, and Pool. After the University acquired Nebraska Hall (the former Elgin
Watch building), a large federal grant renovated space in the building to provide ideal
conditions for the Bessey Herbarium and its huge collections.81 But the herbarium
has languished as a low priority; funding has been cut and it is now maintained by
volunteers and by undergraduate students on work-study support. As in the case of
the lost Clements and Weaver papers, the opportunity is passing for the University to
create its new research-oriented Innovation Campus ("Food, Fuel, and Water") in
acknowledgement of the institution's remarkable but increasingly forgotten and
neglected heritage.
Conflicts and differences still arise in Section 1. The City of Lincoln proposed in
2010 to zone much of the eastern half of the section for housing development, which

The Bessey Herbarium contains over 300,000 specimens, many collected by such worldclass botanists as Roscoe Pound, Frederic Clements, and Per Axel Rydberg.
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would abut Nine Mile Prairie.82 But in 2011 it backed away, not only leaving the city
limits at the eastern border of Section 1, but also protecting threatened and
endangered species in the area with a special designation. The decision helps
preserve, at least for the moment, over 12,000 trees that were planted by the Natural
Resources District on the section's southeast parcel, and preserves its seven acres of
native prairie. A special designation may also save a viewshed corridor from the
prairie heights toward the State Capitol.
More than a century of conflict may be yielding to an era of cooperation. It is
noteworthy that the University, one of the few83 institutions Schramm, Alexis, and the
Eagers shared in common, has in the twenty-first century stepped in to buy most of
the southwest quarter of Section 1 in order to protect Nine Mile Prairie from
development encroachment.84 The west half of that quarter is now a University
obstacle course, which explains the curious structures amid what was once part of the
McManamans' farm, before they lost it, and the Rellers' pasture.

Placing housing adjacent (or within one-half mile) to a prairie would limit the ability of
prairie managers to use fire to preserve and restore. Housing also would inevitably bring
domestic cats onto the prairie, which would decimate native birds.
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Although the three owners and their families participated in different social and political
circles, they knew each other well through the University. Joseph Alexis was once the main
speaker for Frank Schramm's Knife and Fork Club. They both lectured at University Week, a
public showcase featuring students and faculty. According to a University chronicler, "In
the Thirties the University community was relatively small...and the faculty knew one
another intimately." See Knoll, Prairie University. That may have led to discussions of ways
and means to acquire farm property cheaply. They also shared a common desire not to let
their properties fall into the hands of others whose use of the land would not meet their
approval. Frank Schramm had no choice other than to sell to the U.S. government, but the
Alexis property is still in the hands of the Alexis descendants and its management as
pasture has not changed for decades. Earl Eager put his Middle Creek land into trust at his
death with restrictions on its sale, and Frank Eager did the same with the original Davey
homestead, according to those who later bought the properties.
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Section 1 is threatened by those who see in it potential acreages, which would degrade
Nine Mile Prairie ecologically as well as diminish the view over woods and prairies toward
Lincoln. The writer Lisa Knopp found the view already impeded by an "enormous, rather
new house," located just west of the Alexis pasture on the eighty once owned by secretive
Wayne Venter and his bride Rose in the 1920s. House Beautiful, it looks poised for the
arrival of a suburban bridge club, not a farmers' club. Its long driveway covers the prairie
with a strip of asphalt over a quarter mile long, and the driveway's row of city-style
streetlights, when illuminated, destroys the nighttime prairie's darkness. The owner died
in an accident while mowing the property, which is now owned by the University.
Inasmuch as no one now lives on Section 1, the Lincoln Electric System has routed a hightension line across it with few objections, obstructing the view of Lincoln from the prairie
heights. The lack of strong objection from the University did not go down well with local
environmental organizations, which wanted the prairie protected. LES also has located a
sub-station on the power line, one half mile south, the nighttime illumination of which is a
source of area light pollution.
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The University managers of Nine Mile Prairie, led by Professor David A. Wedin, are
currently working with the owners of the adjacent northeast quarter, once the
Quackenbush property that separated the hostile Hogstons and Smiths, to put 160
acres into the Conservation Reserve Program as part of a prairie restoration project.85
Surveys of flora and fauna are underway throughout the Nine Mile Prairie environs.
These efforts may become part of a larger plan to protect most or all of Section 1 of
Middle Creek precinct as part of the Nine Mile Prairie environs and its unusual natural
resources, of which its human history is an indelible part. Currently the section is
uninhabited; all is grassland, wetland, or forest. But a successful plan will take a
common vision and uncommon cooperation among all the current landowners and
local governments.
Frank Schramm is buried in Oklahoma. Members of both the Alexis family (Joseph
and Marjorie and others in the Alexis and Odman families) and the Eager family
(Amos, Minerva, Frank, Bertha, Earl, Marie and others) are buried not far from each
other in Wyuka Cemetery in Lincoln. Wyuka is also the resting place of the
Quackenbushes (Joseph, Jane, John, and Fannie), their Farmers' Club neighbors Lucy
and Matthew Cheney, and of Jennie Ault and Russel Eyer, who courted decades ago
along West Superior.86
Thus concludes an attempt to look at history through a geographical quadrant,
reconstructing a community whose relationships begin to appear more clearly when
examined by connections to the land itself. I hope it is useful in both method and
content.
--Jon H. Oberg, 2013

Currently owned by the heirs of Donald Urbanovsky, who through a scholarship program
support Czech language instruction at the University. The confluence of historic ownership
in the middle of Section 1 among descendants of Swedish, German, Irish, and Czech
immigrants is a microcosm of much of Lancaster County.
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Wyuka Cemetery also is the site of the graves of others who appear in this narrative:
Tilman Flader, Riley F. Uland, Mary S. and William H. Bubb, Mabel A. and Carl H. Bauers, Jack
D. Obbink, C. George Kuhn, John H. Wacker, J. James Exon, William A. Poynter, May Pershing,
Laura Pound, Louise Pound, Olivia Pound, Ellis T. Hartley, Carl P. Hartley, William E. Hardy,
Edgar A. Burnett, Samuel Avery, Erwin H. Barbour, Olin J. Ferguson, Fred Schmidt, John P.
Bratt, S. E. Copple, Newton Copple, Charles Starkweather, and Edna M. and William E.
Barkley. Here also are the remains of the great scientists Charles E. Bessey and Frederic E.
Clements.
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